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CAT AUTOMATIC TAPE SPLICERS
Quarter inch
A compact machine for producing quick, accurate edits in 1/4" tape. Tape is cut by
precision guillotine channels machined in anti-magnetic steel, which are self sharp-
ening, and capable of removing tape segments accurately down to a fraction of a
millimetre. They make a clean cut at a precise angle (60°) automatically holding,
aligning and abutting the two ends to be joined.
CAT splicers use pre-cut adhesive joining tabs mounted on a continuous strip within a
cassette. One press of the dispensing arm transfers a tab from the cassette to the
magnetic tape in a single, controlled movement. The tab is automatically centred and
aligned, giving a more reliable splice. Each cassette holds 250 tabs and is replaceable
in a matter of seconds. There is one standard grade of splicing tape used which is
suitable for virtually all tape types 22 micron (equivalent to our type 52-234).
The CAT quarter inch splicer is supplied packed without cassette, which should be
ordered separately.
Half inch
Suitable for both half inch audio and video tapes, this operates on a similar basis to
the quarter inch unit, but differs in detail. The tape is held in the channels by hinged
clamps, then cut at 90° by replaceable blades, one mounted in each half of the unit. A
single press of the top section, which houses the splicing tape cartridge, accurately
locates a pre-cut splicing tab over the join.
A single grade of splicing tape is offered: 22 micron thickness for audio use (equivalent
to Canford splicing tape 52-237) supplied in cassettes of 100 tabs.
The CAT half inch splicer is supplied complete with one 15 micron cassette  for video
use (no longer available as a spare), cotton gloves, and small crosshead screwdriver
(to open most video cassettes).
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52-228 CAT SPLICER Quarter inch

52-229 CAT SPLICER Half inch

52-239 CAT SPLICING TAPE CASSETTE Quarter inch

52-262 CAT SPLICING TAPE CASSETTE Half inch audio

52-264 CAT SPLICING TAPE CASSETTE 8mm video

52-227 CAT SPLICER Quarter inch spare applicator pad

52-268 CAT SPLICER Half inch and 8mm cutting blades (pair)

52-269 CAT SPLICER Half inch and 8mm spare cutting blade clips (pair)


